
3D Curriculum Map 
TEXTILES 

Year Enquiry Question Context Key Knowledge and Concepts 
7 Authentic Learning 

Project 
-Design cushions for 
the local community 
 
How can we use 
design to meet the 
needs of our 
customer most 
effectively? 

Cushions (7) *Machine skills – threading, use a bobbin, Difference between zigzag, straight stitch 
*Needle skills – threading a needle 
*Existing products can inspire new designs 
*Tie dye – dying technique with unknown outcomes and effects 
*Block painting, stencilling, stamping are printing techniques with a controlled outcome 
*Couching and applique are decorative techniques that combine materials using a sewing machine 
*Decorative techniques result in different effects.  Some will meet the customer’s needs better than 
others 
*Seam allowance is used to make sure the product is well constructed and ensures the final product is the 
correct size 
*Products are created with a customer in mind 
*Researching customer preference ensure the product meets expectations 
*A design brief sets out parameters for a product 
*Evaluation helps identify what made a product functional to inform future projects 

How can we use 
design to impact on 
our well-being? 

Bag for Life 
(2/3) 

Suitability of materials 
Sustainability 
Six Rs 
Pattern cutting 

8 Authentic Learning 
Project 
Enterprise – pop up 
shop 
 
How can textile 
design be used to 
make a more 
sustainable 
environment? 
 

Drawstring 
Bag (8) 

* Design brief could include budgetary constraints, environmental considerations, aesthetic suggestion 
and purpose considerations 
*Purpose of the product influences design decisions 
*Analysis of existing products is used to formulate new ideas 
*Design choice relies on suitability for purpose 
*Evaluation judges suitability of the product for its intended purpose and quality of construction 
*Fabrics are constructed from natural resources or man-made resources that are different in their primary 
form 
* Seam allowance not required for every edge of the final piece 
*Seam allowance is built into different parts of the design 
*Patterns are a 2 dimensional representation of a 3 dimensional product 
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How can textile 
design be used to 
make a more 
sustainable 
environment? 

Fabric 
container with 
fastening (4) 
 

Attaching fastenings 
Seam allowances 
Effective market research 
Prototypes, evaluating, refining, creating, evaluating. 
Effective collaborative working  
Sourcing and justifying suitable fabrics 
Sustainability 

 


